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ABSTRACT This paper proposes an improved PWM-OFF-PWM of the brushless DC motor under braking
condition which can reduce commutation torque ripple. Compared with other brake modulation methods,
PWM-OFF-PWM can restrain non-commutation torque ripple attributed to non-conductive freewheeling,
while incapable of suppressing commutation torque ripple at low speeds effectively. Therefore, to solve
commutation torque ripple caused by the turn-off time being shorter than turn-on time, an improved
PWM-OFF-PWM is proposed in this paper. Moreover, to describe the influence factors of commutation
torque ripple, the formulas of the duty cycle of switching tube in the commutation period and that during
non-commutation period is derived. We can conclude from mathematical analysis that when duty cycles of
outgoing and incoming phases satisfy derived formula, the non-commutation current in commutation interval
will be more stable, which can contribute to suppress the commutation torque ripple at low speed under
PWM-OFF-PWM mode and to improve the operation stability of BLDCM. The correctness and feasibility
of the proposed method can be proved by simulation and experimental results.

INDEX TERMS Brushless DC motor, braking operation, commutation torque ripple, improved
PWM-OFF-PWM.

I. INTRODUCTION
Brushless DC motor (BLDCM), as characterized by high
efficiency, large density of power, and convenient control,
has been widely applied in electric vehicle, industrial, and
medical equipment [1], [2]. Nevertheless, the torque ripple,
in particular, the commutation torque ripple attributed to
the structure characteristics and commutation method, has
restricted the use prospect of BLDCMs in fields with high
performance.

In motoring operation, numerous studies are conducted on
the reduction of commutation torque ripple, with the suppres-
sion strategies being roughly classified as three categories
below:

1) Equalize various change rates of the currents of
the incoming and outgoing phases in the interval of the
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commutation [3]–[9]. In order to achieve the goal of restrain-
ing commutation torque ripple, different control strategies
are studied: The pulse width modulation (PWM) method for
commutation interval is proposed [3]–[5]. A torque ripple
suppression control method based on current predictive con-
trol strategy is proposed in [6], [7]. In [8] and [9], the multi-
mode current hysteresis control and deadbeat current control
scheme are used respectively.

2) Alter the DC bus voltage to maintain a specific
proportional relationship with the back EMF during the
commutation period [10]–[14]. In order to suppress commu-
tation torque ripple, single-ended primary inductor converter,
cuk converter, Z-Source inverter, and auxiliary Step-Up cir-
cuit are introduced in these literatures.

3) Control the instantaneous electromagnetic torque
[15]–[20]. Among them, the torque control strategies can
reduce torque ripple of BLDCM with nonideal back
electromotive force in [15]–[17]. The improved direct torque
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control (DTC) scheme is proposed in [18], [19]. A novel
commutation analysis method of the BLDCM based on coor-
dinate transformation theory is proposed in [20].

Braking condition refers to an operating condition of the
BLDCM relative to motor condition, which cannot be igno-
red. In braking operation, the variation trend and the circuit
of the current are more diverse from those in motor operation.
However, the braking operation also faces the problem of
commutation torque ripple.

The research on braking operation is introduced
in [21]–[31]. To achieve dual objectives of braking and
energy recovering process, a variety of hybrid energy stor-
age systems, such as supercapacitor + DC-DC converter
in regenerative braking system, are proposed in [21]–[23].
In [24], regenerative braking is realized by adopting
H_PWM-L_PWM modulation mode, based on which, [25]
compares the application speed range of the existing plug and
regenerative braking modulation methods, and finally pro-
poses a new method based on H_PWM-L_PWM capable of
suppressing commutation torque ripple in the full speed range
is proposed. To reduce the times of switching, [26] illustrates
one new regenerative braking control approach based on
the unipolar H_OFF-L_PWM mode, but the torque ripple
is not considered in this paper. According to torque control
performance of each modulation mode with different speed
range, a torque control strategy, which combines plug and
regenerative braking modulation is proposed in [27], [28].
The regenerative ability of braking energy based on bipolar
and unipolar modulating conditions is compared in [29], and
concludes that the regenerative capacity of braking energy
in unipolar mode is better than that in bipolar mode. In
addition, a new braking PWM strategy, termed as PWM-
OFF-PWM, is proposed in [30], [31], which can eliminate
the diode freewheeling of the non-commutation phase during
the non-commutation period under the braking condition of
BLDCM.

As we can see, researches on braking operation mainly
focus on energy recovery and torque ripple in the interval of
normal conduction, while there is little focus on commutation
torque ripples.

The electrical braking mode of BLDCM is divided into
plug and regenerative braking modulation. Compared with
plug braking, the braking current of regenerative braking
can be provided by the motor itself, and at the same time,
the electric energy can be fed back to the battery, which is
not only economical and environmentally friendly, but also
prolongs the battery life. Therefore, regenerative braking has
a good development prospect. In order to suppress commuta-
tion torque ripple, the commonly used methods include mod-
ulation method, current prediction method, and introducing
new link to adjust DC bus voltage to maintain a specific
proportional relationship with back EMF. Compared with
the modulation method, other methods not only introduce
new algorithms to increase the complexity of the system,
but also may rely too much on accurate motor parameters
and models. In addition, compared with other regenerative

braking modulation methods, PWM-OFF-PWM can restrain
non-commutation torque ripple attributed to non-conductive
freewheeling, while incapable of suppressing commutation
torque ripple at low speeds effectively.

In this paper, an improved PWM-OFF-PWM is proposed
to suppress the commutation torque ripple for BLDCM in
the braking state. Contributions of this article are as fol-
lows: 1) Problems and reasons existing in the traditional
PWM-OFF-PWM modulation method are analyzed. 2) An
improved PWM-OFF-PWM is proposed to solve commu-
tation torque ripple caused by turn-off time being shorter
than turn-on time. 3) According to the mathematical analysis,
we can draw the conclusion that when duty cycles of the
outgoing and incoming phases meet the derived formula at
commutation stage, the sudden change of non-commutation
current will effectively suppress, inhibiting the commutation
torque ripple under PWM-OFF-PWM mode and improving
the operating stability of BLDCM.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: First,
Section II illustrates the cause of commutation torque
ripple under the traditional PWM-OFF-PWM modula-
tion, followed by the introduction of the improved
PWM-OFF-PWM modulation in Section III. In Section IV,
simulation and experimental verification of the proposed
method are performed, ending up with the conclusion sum-
marized in Section V.

II. CAUSE OF COMMUTATION TORQUE RIPPLE BASED
ON TRADITIONAL PWM-OFF-PWM MODULATION
A. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF BLDCM
Assume the armature reaction and the losses of eddy currents
and hysteresis are negligible. Fig.1 illustrates the equivalent
circuit of BLDCM with symmetrical three-phase windings.

FIGURE 1. Equivalent circuit of BLDCM.

The voltage equations are described as:
uA = RiA + LS

diA
dt
+ eA + un

uB = RiB + LS
diB
dt
+ eB + un

uC = RiC + LS
diC
dt
+ eC + un

(1)

where ik , uk , and ek (k ∈ A,B,C) respectively denote the
phase current, terminal voltage, and back EMF; un represents
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the neutral point voltage; RS and LS respectively represent the
phase resistance and phase inductance; ud denotes the DC bus
voltage.

BLDCM electromagnetic torque is:

Te =
iAeA + iBeB + iCeC

ω
(2)

where ω denotes the mechanical angular velocity.
The three-phase current equation of BLDCM with the

star-connected stator windings is:

iA + iB + iC = 0 (3)

Taking no account of the magnetic saturation, the ampli-
tude of phase back EMF is:

E = keω (4)

where ke denotes the phase back EMF coefficient.

B. TRADITIONAL PWM-OFF-PWM MODULATION
Five typical braking modulation strategies of BLDCM
are OFF-PWM, PWM-OFF, H_OFF-L_PWM, H_PWM-
L_ OFF, and PWM-OFF-PWM modulation, to be specific,
PWM-OFF-PWM is the only one which does not have diode
freewheeling of the non-commutation phase during the nor-
mal conduction period. And the modulation waveform of
PWM-OFF-PWM is illustrated in Fig.2, where θ denotes the
electrical angular.

FIGURE 2. PWM-OFF-PWM modulation waveform.

To analyze the reason for the commutation torque rip-
ple, the 60

◦

commutation moment is considered. In this
commutation interval, phaseA, B, andC is non-commutation,
outgoing, and incoming phase separately.

Equivalent circuit of the commutation in the 60
◦

moment
is shown in Fig.3, where the dotted line represents actual
directions of currents. When PWM = ON, phase C current
flows via the switch T5, as shown in Fig.3 (a). And when
PWM = OFF, the current of phase C flows via the diode D6,
as shown in Fig.3 (b).

FIGURE 3. Equivalent circuit of the commutation process at 60◦
commutation time under PWM-OFF-PWM mode. (a) PWM = ON.
(b) PWM = OFF.

The formulas of three-phase terminal voltage are:
uA = ud = RiA + LS

diA
dt
+ eA + un

uB = 0 = RiB + LS
diB
dt
+ eB + un

uC = Dud = RiC + LS
diC
dt
+ eC + un

(5)

where D denotes duty cycle of the switch.
For a significantly short PWM period, the back EMF

of outgoing phase B is regarded to be constant. In this
commutation interval, the back EMF satisfies eA = −eB =
−eC = E , and the phase current meets−iA = iB = I . Taking
no account of the stator resistance voltage, the relationship of
the current and time during the commutation is as follows:

iA = −I +
(2− D) ud − 4E

3LS
1t

iB = I +
− (1+ D) ud + 2E

3LS
1t

iC =
(2D− 1) ud + 2E

3LS
1t

(6)

Comparing the electromagnetic torque before and after the
commutation process, the expression of the torque ripple at
the commutation time 60

◦

is solved as:

1T =
(4− 2D) udE − 8E2

3LSω
1t (7)

Similarly, the expressions of torque ripple at other com-
mutation times are analyzed, and it is found that the analytical
formula of torque ripple at each commutation time is the
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same. Substitute (4) into (7) and make it equal to 0, the duty
cycle is subsequently yielded:

D = 2−
4keω
ud

(8)

The following relationship is satisfied in the BLDCM:
0 ≤ D ≤ 1
0 ≤ ω ≤ ωN
ud = UN = 2RIN + 2keωN

(9)

where UN , IN , and ωN represent the rated voltage, current,
and mechanical angular velocity respectively.

Then under traditional PWM-OFF-PWM modulation pat-
tern, the speed range in which commutation torque ripple is
suppressed refers to:

ud
4ke
≤ ω ≤ ωN (10)

Remark 1: Based on the above analysis, if the
PWM-OFF-PWM duty can satisfy range in (10), the com-
mutation torque ripple can be suppressed. However, when
ud > 4keω(ud > 4E), the commutation torque ripple cannot
be reduced.

C. COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT COMMUTATION
PROCESSES
The current flowing from phase B to Phase C is analyzed as a
case for illustrating the commutation process, in which phase
A refers to the non-commutation phase. Fig.4 presents the
relationship among back EMF, DC bus voltage, and current
under PWM-OFF-PWM mode.

FIGURE 4. Current waveform of each phase in the course of commutation
at different speeds. (a) ud > 4E. (b) ud < 4E.

As shown in Fig.4 (a), under ud > 4E of low speed, the
change rate of the outgoing phase reaches over that of the
incoming phase. Under ud > 4E of high speed, the change
rate of two phases is opposite to the low speed situation
in Fig.4 (b).
Remark 2: The current of the non-commutation phase

changes during the commutation period due to the unequal
current change rate of the outgoing and incoming phases,
resulting in torque ripple.

D. OBJECTIVE EQUATION FOR CONTROLLING
COMMUTATION TORQUE RIPPLE
Next, the commutation process will be explained by taking
the commutation in the 60

◦

moment as an example, and the
phase A is non-commutation. And the back EMF satisfies
eA = −eB = −eC = E . By substituting (3) together with (4)
into (2), the electromagnetic torque is:

Te =
E(iA − iB − iC )

ω
= 2keiA (11)

Torque ripple is equal to the difference between instant-
neous electromagnetic torque and steady-state value, which
can be expressed as:

1Te = Te − T ∗e = 2ke1iA (12)

where T ∗e is the steady-state electromagnetic torque of
the non-commutation interval before the corresponding
commutation time.

It can be seen from (12) that the commutation torque ripple
is proportional to the ripple of non-commutation current.
Therefore, commutation torque ripple can be controlled by
non-commutation current in commutation interval:

1iA =
diA
dt
= 0 (13)

Lemma 1: The commutation torque ripple can be reduced
when the change rate of non-commutation current in commu-
tation interval reaches 0.

III. PROPOSED IMPROVED PWM-OFF-PWM
MODULATION
Based on the analysis above, it can be seen that equalizing the
different change rate of the incoming and outgoing phase cur-
rents in the commutation interval is a necessary and sufficient
condition to eliminate torque ripple.

However, PWM-OFF-PWM cannot adjust the duty cycle
for suppressing commutation torque ripple when the decrease
ratio of the outgoing phase reaches over the increase ratio of
the incoming phase.

Therefore, this paper proposes an improved PWM-OFF-
PWM, which aims to extend the turn-off time and shorten
the turn-on time. Finally realize that these two kinds of time
can be equal during commutation. Fig.5 gives the schematic
figure of commutation:

In whichD denotes the duty cycle of the switch modulation
during non-commutation period. In the commutation interval,
the outgoing and incoming phases are chopped with duty
cycle Doff and Don respectively. The relationship between
three duty cycles is: Doff < D < Don. The commutation
time is determined by dynamic detection of if the outgoing
phase current is down-regulated to 0.

During PWM modulation, Fig.6 gives the three-phase
modulation schematic diagram of the commutation process
from AB to AC. At this time the outgoing, incoming phase,
and non-commutation phase correspond to the conduction of
T3, T5 and D1 respectively. The entire modulation cycle can
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FIGURE 5. Improved overlapping commutation diagram.

FIGURE 6. Commutation interval modulation diagram.

be divided into three stages, which have been marked in the
figure.

A. SECTION I OF COMMUTATION INTERVAL
T3, T5, and D1 are all on in the section I of commutation
interval, and the state diagram is shown in Fig.7.

FIGURE 7. Section I diagram.

The three phase terminal voltage expressions are:
uA = 0 = RiA + LS

diA
dt
+ eA + un

uB = 0 = RiB + LS
diB
dt
+ eB + un

uC = 0 = RiC + LS
diC
dt
+ eC + un

(14)

And the back EMF satisfies eA = −eB = −eC = E ,
substituting (3) into (14), the neutral point voltage un is:

un =
E
3

(15)

Taking no account of the stator resistance voltage, the cur-
rent change rate of three-phase during section I is as follows:

i′AI = −
4E
3LS

i′BI =
2E
3LS

i′CI =
2E
3LS

(16)

B. SECTION II OF COMMUTATION INTERVAL
T5 and D1 are open in the section II of commutation interval,
and the diagram is shown in Fig.8.

FIGURE 8. Section II diagram.

According to the same analysis method, the change ratio
of three-phase current in the section II as follows:

i′′AII =
ud − 4E
3LS

i′′BII =
−2ud + 2E

3LS
i′′CII =

ud + 2E
3LS

(17)

C. SECTION III OF COMMUTATION INTERVAL
D1 is in the on state during the section III of commutation
interval, and the diagram is shown in Fig.9.

FIGURE 9. Section III diagram.
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In section III, the current change rate of three-phase is:
i′′′AIII =

2ud − 4E
3LS

i′′′BIII =
−ud + 2E

3LS
i′′′CIII =

−ud + 2E
3LS

(18)

During a commutation period, the average change ratio of
three-phase current is:

i′k=Doff i
′
kI+(Don − Doff )i

′′
kII+(1− Don)i

′′′
kIII (k ∈ A,B,C)

(19)

Substituting (16)-(18) into (19), the current change rate of
three-phase in a PWM cycle is as follows:

i′A =
[2− (Don + Doff )]ud − 4E

3LS
i′B =

−(1+ Don)ud + 2E
3LS

i′C =
(2Don − Doff − 1)ud + 2E

3LS

(20)

For the two-phase conduction BLDCM, the following
condition is satisfied:

Dud = 2E (21)

The torque is proportionally related to the non-
commutation phase current in the course of commutation.
Therefore, the commutation torque ripple is able to be
suppressed if the average change rate of non-commutation
phase A current reaches 0 in commutation. In summary,
the relationship between the three duty cycles is as follows:

Don + Doff = 2(1− D) (22)

Lemma 2: To delay the change rate of the outgoing phase
current, Doff < D < Don should be ensured at the same time.
In conclusion, the torque ripple can be suppressed as long
as (22) is satisfied in the commutation interval.

D. DETERMINATION OF COMMUTATION TIME
The previous article discussed the determination of the duty
cycle of each phase PWM modulation. In addition, it is also
necessary to know the duration of the commutation process.
Based on the above analysis, the commutation specific duty
cycle time is composed of several modulation cycles, and the
ideal state is that when the commutation ends, the outgoing
phase current just reaches 0. Define the commutation time
as t0, then: 

T · f= 1
t0 = nT∣∣∣i′B∣∣∣× t0 = I

(23)

where f is the switching frequency. And the commutation
time is:

t0 = nT =
3ILS

(1+ Don − D)ud
(24)

In summary, the duty cycles of outgoing and incoming
phases satisfies (22), and the action time t = t0, the non-
commutation current can be kept stable during commutation
period, thereby suppressing the commutation torque ripple.

IV. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The improved PWM-OFF-PWM is proved to be correct and
feasible by simulating and experimenting.

A. SIMULATION RESULTS
The BLDCM braking system adopts double closed-loop con-
trol approach of speed and current. Table 1 lists the main
parameters of BLDCM.

TABLE 1. Main parameters of BLDCM.

Take the commutation process from phase B to C as a case
for analysis, in which B denotes the outgoing phase, C refers
to the incoming phase, and A indicates the non-commutation
phase.

When the duty cycle D = 0.5, the three-phase
current waveforms under the ordinary and improved
PWM-OFF-PWM method are shown in Fig.10 (a) and (b),
separately.

In order to meet the requirements of Don + Doff = 2
(1 − D) and Doff < D < Don, the duty cycles
of incoming and outgoing phase under the improved
PWM-OFF-PWM method are selected as Don = 0.8 and
Doff = 0.2 respectively.

Comparing Fig.10 (a) and (b), it can be found that under
the PWM-OFF-PWM method, the current change rate of the
outgoing and the incoming phases is inconsistent and the
former has a larger change rate than the latter, which causes
current fluctuations in non-commutation phase, causing com-
mutation torque ripple.

With the improved PWM-OFF-PWM proposed in this
paper, the decreasing ratio of outgoing phase current equals
to the increasing ratio of incoming phase current, and the
non-commutation current is basically stable in the process of
current commutation.

Fig.11 (a) and (b) respectively present the electromagnetic
torque waveforms under the above two methods.

Comparing results shown in Fig.11, we can see the
electromagnetic torque waveform of Fig.11 (b) is more stable
than that of Fig.11 (a) during commutation. Therefore, the
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FIGURE 10. Waveform of current simulation under two methods when
D = 0.5. (a) ordinary PWM-OFF-PWM. (b) improved PWM-OFF-PWM.

improved PWM-OFF-PWMproposed in this paper can effec-
tively suppress commutation torque ripple.

When the duty cycle D = 0.5, Fig.12 (a) and (b) show
the waveforms of drive signals of power switches T3 and T5,
three-phase current, and torque under twomodulation modes.

According to Fig.12, when ordinary PWM-OFF-PWM is
commutating from AB to AC, the upper bridge arm T5 of
phase C is on with duty cycle D, and the upper bridge arm
T3 of phase B is disconnected at the beginning of commu-
tation. While the improved PWM-OFF-PWM is commuta-
ting, the switch T5 is turned on with duty cycleDon, and T3 is
turned on continuously during commutation.

As shown in Fig.12, the torque ripples before and after
the improvement of PWM-OFF-PWM is 0.22 N · m and
0.83 N · m, respectively, and the improvement is reduced
by 73.49% compared with the traditional one. It is found
that the decrease rate of outgoing phase current is slowed
down, while the increase rate of incoming phase current is
increased appropriately, which makes the change rate of the
two methods basically the same, and the torque ripple in
commutation interval is also significantly weakened.

The torque ripples at different speeds are obtained by
the ordinary and improved PWM-OFF-PWM, as shown
in Table 2. In this analysis, the duty cycle D = 0.5,
Don = 0.8, andDoff = 0.2 respectively, and the commutation
from AB to AC phase is selected.

FIGURE 11. Waveform of electromagnetic torque simulation under two
methods when D = 0.5. (a) ordinary PWM-OFF-PWM. (b) improved
PWM-OFF-PWM.

TABLE 2. The commutation torque ripples at various speeds.

It can be seen from Table 2 that the commutation torque
ripple of the improved PWM-OFF-PWM is smaller than that
of the ordinary PWM-OFF-PWM at any speed.

B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
For in-depth verification of the strategy proposed here, the
experimental platform as shown in Fig.13 is built. The con-
troller complies with the DSP of TMS320F28335, and the
parameters of the BLDCM are the same as simulation.

(1) Experiments with different duty cycle Don and Doff
under the same duty cycle D
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FIGURE 12. Waveform of state of T3 and T5, current, and electromagnetic
torque simulation under two methods when D = 0.5. (a) ordinary
PWM-OFF-PWM. (b) improved PWM-OFF-PWM.

In order to prove that under different duty cycle Don and
Doff under the same duty cycle D, the torque ripple suppres-
sion effect of ordinary PWM-OFF-PWM can be improved as
long as the proposed requirements are met. Therefore, when
the duty cycle D = 0.5, in order to meet the requirements
of (22), the duty cycles of incoming and outgoing phase
under the improved PWM-OFF-PWM method should meet
the equation Don + Doff = 2(1 − D) = 1 and Doff <

D < Don, then three groups of comparative experiments
are selected as: ¬ Don = 0.6 and Doff = 0.4;  Don =
0.8 and Doff = 0.2; ® Don = 0.9 and Doff = 0.1
respectively.

It is deduced that the commutation torque ripple is propor-
tional to the pulsation of the non-commutation current, so the
ripple of the non-commutation current during the commuta-
tion period can be used to replace the commutation torque
ripple.

FIGURE 13. Platform of BLDCM experimental system.

1) ORDINARY PWM-OFF-PWM
When the duty cycle D = 0.5, the three-phase current
waveforms under the ordinary PWM-OFF-PWM method is
shown in Fig.14.

FIGURE 14. Experimental waveform of current under ordinary
PWM-OFF-PWM (D = 0.5).

It can be found from Fig.14 that under the ordinary
PWM-OFF-PWM method, the current change rate of the
outgoing and the incoming phases is inconsistent and the
former has a larger change rate than the latter, which causes
current fluctuations in non-commutation phase, causing com-
mutation torque ripple.

2) IMPROVED PWM-OFF-PWM
¬ Don = 0.6 and Doff = 0.4

When the duty cycle D = 0.5, Don = 0.6, and Doff = 0.4
res-pectively, the three-phase current waveforms under the
improved PWM-OFF-PWM method is shown in Fig.15.

Comparing Fig.14 and Fig.15, it can be found that
compared with the ordinary PWM-OFF-PWM method, the
non-commutation current fluctuation is reduced, indicating
that the improved PWM-OFF-PWM can effectively suppress
the commutation torque ripple.

 Don = 0.8 and Doff = 0.2
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FIGURE 15. Experimental waveform of current under improved
PWM-OFF-PWM (D = 0.5, Don = 0.6, and Doff = 0.4).

FIGURE 16. Experimental waveform of current under improved
PWM-OFF-PWM (D = 0.5, Don = 0.8, and Doff = 0.2).

When the duty cycle D = 0.5, Don = 0.8 and Doff =
0.2 respectively, the three-phase current waveforms under the
improved PWM-OFF-PWM method is shown in Fig.16.

Comparing Fig.14 and Fig.16, it shows that the improved
PWM-OFF-PWM can effectively suppress the commutation
torque ripple.

® Don = 0.9 and Doff = 0.1
When the duty cycle D = 0.5, Don = 0.9 and Doff =

0.1 respectively, the three-phase current waveforms under the
improved PWM-OFF-PWM method is shown in Fig.17.

Under all the current waveform diagrams, different Don
and Doff have different effects on commutation torque ripple
under the same D. But compared with ordinary PWM-OFF-
PWM, as long as the duty cycles of the outgoing and the
incoming phases in improved PWM-OFF-PWM are satis-
fied (22), the phenomenon of non-commutation phase current
drop in the commutation region is able to be effectively
improved, which verifies that the proposed theory is capable
of significantly suppressing commutation torque ripple.

(2) Experiments with different duty cycles D
In order to prove that under different duty cycles D,

the torque ripple suppression effect of ordinary
PWM-OFF-PWM can be improved as long as the proposed

FIGURE 17. Experimental waveform of current under improved
PWM-OFF-PWM (D = 0.5, Don = 0.9, and Doff = 0.1).

FIGURE 18. Experimental waveform of current under two methods when
D = 0.4. (a) ordinary PWM-OFF-PWM. (b) improved PWM-OFF-PWM.

requirements are met. Therefore, the duty cycles of incoming
and outgoing phase under the improved PWM-OFF-PWM
method should meet the equation Don + Doff = 2
(1−D),Doff < D < Don, andDoff ,D,Don ∈ [0, 1], the value
of the duty cycle D should not be too large or too small. Then
three groups of comparative experiments are selected as:
¬ D = 0.4;  D = 0.5; ® D = 0.6 respectively.

1) D = 0.4
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FIGURE 19. Experimental waveform of current under two methods when
D = 0.6. (a) ordinary PWM-OFF-PWM. (b) improved PWM-OFF-PWM.

When the duty cycleD = 0.4, in order to meet the require-
ments of Don+Doff = 2(1−D) = 1.2 and Doff < D < Don,
the duty cycles of incoming and outgoing phase under the
improved PWM-OFF-PWM are selected as Don = 0.82 and
Doff = 0.38 respectively.
When the duty cycle D = 0.4, the three-phase

current waveforms under the ordinary and improved
PWM-OFF-PWM method are shown in Fig.18 (a) and (b),
separately.

Comparing Fig.18 (a) and (b), it can be found that
compared with the ordinary PWM-OFF-PWM method, the
non-commutation current fluctuation is reduced, indicating
that the improved PWM-OFF-PWM can effectively suppress
the commutation torque ripple.

2) D = 0.5
When the duty cycle D = 0.5, in order to meet the

requirements of Don + Doff = 2(1 − D) = 1 and Doff <
D < Don, the duty cycles of incoming and outgoing phase
under the improved method are selected as Don = 0.9 and
Doff = 0.1 respectively.
When D = 0.5, the experimental current waveform

of ordinary and improved PWM-OFF-PWM methods are
shown in Fig.14 and Fig.17 respectively. Comparing
Fig.14 and Fig.17, it can be found that the improved
PWM-OFF-PWM can effectively suppress the commutation
torque ripple.

3) D = 0.6
When the duty cycle D = 0.6, in order to meet the

requirements of Don + Doff = 2(1 − D) = 0.8 and Doff <
D < Don, the duty cycles of incoming and outgoing phase
under the improved PWM-OFF-PWM method are selected
as Don = 0.77 and Doff = 0.03 respectively. And the three-
phase current waveforms under the ordinary and improved
PWM-OFF-PWM methods are shown in Fig.19 (a) and (b),
separately.

Comparing Fig.19 (a) and (b), it can be found that the
improved PWM-OFF-PWM can effectively suppress the
commutation torque ripple. Through the current waveforms
of the two methods, it can be seen that the improved
PWM-OFF-PWM can significantly suppress the pulsation
of non-commutation current under different duty cycle
D conditions.
Therefore, as long as the duty cycles of the outgoing and

the incoming phases are satisfied (22) under different duty
cycle D, the phenomenon of non-commutation phase current
drop in the commutation region is able to be effectively
improved, which verifies that the proposed theory is capable
of significantly suppressing commutation torque ripple.

V. CONCLUSION
To suppress commutation torque ripple caused by turn-off
time less than turn-on time in PWM-OFF-PWM mode,
an improved overlapping commutation method with dynamic
adjustable commutation time is proposed in this paper.
As long as the duty cycles of outgoing and incoming phases
satisfy derived formula, the non-commutation current in com-
mutation interval will be more stable, thus the commutation
torque ripple under ordinary PWM-OFF-PWM mode can be
suppressed, and the operation stability of BLDCM can be
improved.
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